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ball-throwing in various forms. The ball, too, was commonly
used in dancing; and dancing was a very favourite form of
exercise, much more akin to musical drill than to anything else.
Though older men danced (the poet Sophocles was an adept),
the chief value of such drill was for the young, and it was con-
trolled by an instructor or trainer. The importance of learning
rhythmical movement was much emphasized by Greek authors
who studied educational methods. They believed that the
development of character was greatly influenced by the type of
tunes which were employed. Plato, in sketching the institutions
of an ideal city-state, lays great stress on this; and it is clear that
modern rag-time and jazz would have been completely banned.
Perhaps the most important purpose of musical drill, however,
was that it inculcated the spirit of team-work and a sense of
disciplined harmony with others, so essential to the good citizen-
ship of a Greek community. It was for this reason that dancing
was so much practised at Sparta.
The Competitive Spirit, on the other hand, was by no means
neglected; and various forms of athletic sport gave ample
opportunity for individual prowess. At Athens there were
several small training-grounds for boys, called 'Palaestrae', or
wrestling-schools. Outside the city, too, there were two much
larger Gymnasiums—a word which simply implied a place where
one might exercise 'naked*. These corresponded to our own
extensive playing-fields, and were open to both men and boys.
They would be surrounded by avenues of trees and colonnades
containing dressing-rooms and bath-houses. On entering, the
first thing was to strip and rub the body liberally with oil.
Provision was made for those who merely wanted to keep fit.
There would be punch-balls, for instance, consisting of a pig-
skin filled with sand. Those who desired a contest of skill had
a wide choice. Running was, of course, a favourite exercise.
The course was usually of soft sand; a test of endurance being
the primary object, not a breaking of records. There were

